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Recently widowed, lonely Lydia Tavernor dreams of taking a lover and, one night, finds herself alone with the reclusive Harry
Wescott to whom she poses a question that leads them down a path neither could have ever imagined.
To Love and to CherishSimon and Schuster
Sometimes just A Memory to Cherish isn't enough… p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica} p.p2 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; min-height: 14.0px} Beth Cassidy is out to prove something. To the town and
herself. When she decides to run for mayor, the one thing she doesn’t count on is bad-boy Mac McKenna showing back up in her
life. Mac moved away from Sweet River Falls and has no desire to have anything to do with the town that always considered him
an outsider, but he can’t fight his growing attraction for the woman trying to overcome her own reputation in town. The town that
seems to be having its fair share of trouble. And Mac seems to be right there every time something goes wrong. The cops and the
town will never believe he’s innocent. Even when Beth’s best friend, Sophie, believes in Mac, it doesn’t totally alleviate the
doubts in the back of Beth’s mind. Is Mac as innocent as he claims? Mac vows to wipe the dust of Sweet River Falls from his
boots, and leave the town far, far behind. For good this time. He means it. Mac leaving for good is probably for the best. Beth is
sure of it. Pretty sure… Will Beth and Mac find a way to have more than just A Memory to Cherish? A Memory to Cherish is book
two in the Sweet River series. Annie and Nora, along with Nora’s daughter, Beth, and her best friend, Sophie, navigate life in the
charming town of Sweet River Falls. Book two is a heartwarming story of redemption and trust. A Dream to Believe In - Book One
(January 2019) A Memory to Cherish - Book Two (February 2019) A Song to Remember - Book Three (March 2019) keywords,
sweet romance, clean and wholesome, small town romance series, women’s fiction, drama, saga, best friends, women friends,
southern romance, beach read, friendship, heartwarming, sweet, clean, inspirational, Kay Correll, Indigo Bay, Comfort Crossing,
Lighthouse Point, contemporary romance, happily ever after, HEA, seasoned romance, older romance, Similar to, Debbie
Macomber, Robyn Carr, Sherryl Woods, Inglath Cooper, Olivia Miles, Debbie White, JoAnn Ross, Debbie Mason, Susan Wiggs,
Ava Miles, Grace Greene, Rachel Hauck, Lauren K Denton, Chris Keniston, Barbara Davis, Holly Tierney-Bedord, Heather Burch,
Faith Hogan, Jamie Beck, Catherine Bybee, Kimberly Rae Jordan, Laurie Alice eakes, Nancy Thayer, Liz Talley, Karen Kingsbury,
Mary Campisi, Cedar Cove, Chesapeake Shores, Willow Lake, Cottage by the Sea, family life, seasoned romance, older
characters, older heroine, Kay Cordell, Kay Cornell, Kay Correl, Similar authors, Mary Jane Hathaway, Leah Atwood, Deborah
Raney, Heidi Hostetter, Judith Keim, Amelia C. Adams, Jeanette Lewis, Amie Denman, Melissa Storm, Stacy Claflin, Melissa
McClone, Debbie Mason, JoAnn Ross, Wendy Wax, Jenny Hale, Inglath Cooper, Shirlee McCoy, Sheila Roberts, Kirsten
Osbourne, Nan Rossiter, Pamela Kelley, Holly Martin, Donna Kauffman, Ava Miles, Ashley Farley, Terri DuLong, Jean Oram,
Christine Nolfi, Carolyn Brown, Joanne DeMaio
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Saving Graces and Flight Lessons comes Book I of the Wyckerley Trilogy… To
Love and To Cherish He is a local vicar, whose handsome, noble features resemble those of an angel. And with his golden-haired
good looks and palpable strength, Christian “Christy” Morrell has unexpectedly become the single source of light in Anne
Verlaine’s dark life. Almost from the moment they met, she realized she couldn’t help loving him. But Anne is imprisoned by an
unhappy marriage to the man who was once Christy’s closest friend. Yet when her husband leaves Anne behind in Wyckerley—in
pursuit of a dangerous plan—she finds herself unable to deny the breathtaking passion Christy has awakened in her. She knows
she has no right to ask Christy to love her, and no choice but to need him—even though she risks both their ruin.
Companion to Til Death Do Us Part Jilted by his fiancé two weeks before their wedding, Nash Marino’s outlook on life in general,
and love in particular, is jaded. After months of couch-surfing, Nash is fed up. He’s sick and tired of his living conditions, worn out
by the demands of his nursing job, and despairs of ever finding love again. In fact, he doesn’t think he’s capable of true love.
Monogamy, commitment, companionship, and regular sex ... that’s all he wants, and the sooner, the better. When Nash crosses
paths with a like-minded man who’s also in need of a live-in nurse for a beloved relative, Nash figures all his problems are solved.
But matters are complicated by a freak accident and amnesia. When Nash’s marriage of convenience scheme is muddied by
notions of love after his memory reboot, will their plans go awry, or will Nash’s new outlook on life be just what the doctor
ordered?
In this popular bestselling book (with more than 500,000 copies sold), Gary Thomas uncovers how your marriage can become a
doorway to a closer walk with God and each other. Happy is good. But holy is better. Your marriage is more than a sacred
covenant with another person. It is a spiritual discipline designed to help you know God better, trust him more fully, and love him
more deeply. What if God’s primary intent for your marriage isn’t to make you happy . . . but holy? Sacred Marriage doesn't just
offer techniques to make a marriage happier. It does contain practical tools, but what married Christians most need is help in
becoming holier husbands and wives. Sacred Marriage offers that help with insights from Scripture, church history, time tested
wisdom from Christian classics, and examples from today's marriages. Sacred Marriage reveals how marriage trains us to love
God and others well, how it exposes sin and makes us more aware of God's presence, how good marriages foster good prayer,
how married sex feeds the spiritual life, and more. The revised edition of Sacred Marriage takes into account the ways men's and
women's roles have expanded since the book was first written. It has been streamlined to be a faster read without losing the depth
that so many readers have valued. Sacred Marriage uncovers the mystery of God’s overarching purpose. This book may very well
alter profoundly the contours of your marriage. It will most certainly change you. Because whether it is delightful or difficult, your
marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with God, and to a spiritual integrity that, like salt, seasons the world around you
with the savor of Christ. Also available: Sacred Marriage gift edition, small group video study and study guide, Spanish edition, and
more.
This lovely memory journal will hold a love story that will grow with you and become a cherished treasure in years to come-because this is a book about you and the one you love! Write your own love story as you record special moments during the first
year of your marriage and beyond.
All that I am I give to you… When Jack left Australia a year ago, Tiffany thought she'd lost him for good. But in truth, Jack loved
Tiffany too much to share the painful secret of his illness. He went away to cope the only way he knew how—alone. Now seeing
Tiffany again makes Jack long for the love he believes he neither deserves nor could ever return. Tiffany has different ideas, and
sets out to prove she can love and cherish him—for better or for worse.
Relive the beauty and magic of daytime television's most romantic weddings with this pictorial history of ABC's greatest marital
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moments from "All My Children, General Hospital" and "One Life to Live". 200 color photos.
Escaping a world of loneliness and cruelty, Brianda Breedon's only source of comfort was her beloved stallion, Dakota. But when
her cruel brother lost Dakota in a wager to John Fauxley, the Earl of Manseth, she was determined to get her horse back. Never
did Brianda dream her visit to the earl's manor would be forever. For after one glimpse of Brianda's exquisite face, the magnificent
but arrogant John Fauxley was intent on making her his—even if it meant marrying her. From the tranquil English countryside, to
the elegant rooms of London, to the beautiful mountains of Scotland, theirs is a love story about passion that could not be denied.
A Story of Romance and Intrigue on a Beautiful Island Resort, From Two Bestselling Authors When Melinda Colson's employer
announces they'll be leaving Bridal Veil Island to return to their home in Cleveland, Melinda hopes her beau, Evan, will propose.
But Evan isn't prepared to make an offer of marriage until he knows he can support a wife and family. Evan works as the assistant
gamekeeper on Bridal Veil but hopes to be promoted soon. Letters strengthen their love, but Melinda remains frustrated at being
apart from the man she wants to spend the rest of her life with. Then she learns of a devastating hurricane in Bridal Veil and
knows she must give up her position as a lady's maid and make her way back to Evan. The destruction on Bridal Veil is extensive,
meaning every available person is needed to help with cleanup and repairs. Melinda finds a new job on the island, but Evan
seems even busier than before, meaning she still never gets to see him. Has she given her heart to the wrong man? And when
Melinda overhears a vicious plot against President McKinley, who is scheduled to visit the island, is Evan the one she should turn
to? Will Melinda and Evan ever get the chance to stand at the front of a church and promise "to love and cherish"?
The late David Rakoff built a deserved reputation as one of the finest and funniest essayists at work today. Written with humour,
sympathy and tenderness, this intricately woven novel proves him to be the master of an altogether different art form. This novel
leaps cities and decades as Rakoff, a Canadian who became an American citizen, sings the song of his adoptive homeland - a
country whose freedoms can be intoxicating, or brutal.
Miss Beatrice Everson has managed to marry the Earl of Sinclair, solving her family’s disastrous financial problems for good. She
should be the happiest woman in London, but a less than satisfactory wedding night has Beatrice fleeing her husband and
planning an affair with the dashing Mr. George Smith. Lady Georgina Smith has a secret she must keep at all costs: she divides
her time running a bluestocking salon as Gina, and carousing across London as George. Captivated by Beatrice’s wit and charm,
Georgina realizes that her secret is in danger—along with her heart. When Beatrice discovers that her wedding night has resulted in
an unexpected pregnancy, she sees an opportunity to have it all by divorcing Sinclair and marrying George. However, Georgina
isn’t sure that a lifetime spent as a man is staying true to herself. Beatrice and Georgina must risk giving up their secrets to finally
have their heart’s desire. But is the risk too great to take?
Gary Thomas, bestselling author of Sacred Marriage, believes that one word can bring hope, light and life into any marriage:
Cherish. "Most marriages survive by gritting teeth and holding on. But marriages can and will not only survive but thrive when
husbands and wives learn to cherish one another," Thomas says. And in a world desperate for marriage redemption, the act of
cherishing is needed now more than ever. Thomas shows that although there are a countless number of marriages consisting of
two people just going through the motions, there are real ways this pattern can be reversed: when husbands and wives learn to
cherish one another in proven, loving, and everyday actions and words. Through personal stories and real-world examples,
Thomas proves what husbands and wives can begin doing today to turn their marriage around - even a marriage marred by
neglect and disrespect. So how do you cherish your spouse? Thomas will show you how going out of your way to notice them,
appreciate them, honor them, encourage them, and hold them close to your heart will bring hope, light, and life into your marriage.
Also available: Cherish small group video study and study guide, Spanish edition, and more.
Finding the perfect hideout in Club Dominion, former heiress Callie Ward, who was accused of a crime she didn't commit, must decide which
of her lovers—the club's master, Mitchell Thorpe and her new client, Sean Kirkpatrick—she trusts more to elude a killer. Original. 100,000 first
printing.
Meet Pastor Maggie Elzinga. Twenty-six and single, Maggie has just graduated from seminary and received a call to pastor a church in the
town of Cherish, Michigan. Idealistic and enthusiastic, Maggie jumps in with both feet. Supporting her is Hank, her assistant (not secretary!);
Irena the brilliant music director from Romania who dresses in vibrant colors and plunging necklines; Mrs. Abernathy, the resident-know-it-all;
and Ed, her mentor from seminary and her biggest cheerleader. Maggie encounters her first funeral (for a not-so-loved man who choked on a
chicken bone), discovers her tendency to rescue motherless kittens (which doesn't go well with living in the parsonage), and learns that being
a part of a community can be simultaneously suffocating and life-giving.
In the explosive debut of Stacey Lynn’s irresistible Fireside series, a pair of estranged lovers are reunited by dangerous loyalties—and
intoxicating desire. Tyson Blackwell never saw it coming when his Mafia princess girlfriend dumped him and disappeared at the age of
eighteen. He never forgot her, either, even after what happened next: the killing of his father, a Detroit PD officer, at the hands of one of her
father’s men. Tyson swore revenge, and now, ten years later, the kid who dreamed of a pro football career is a hard-nosed FBI agent, back
in town to take down the Galecki crime family once and for all. But Tyson’s mission gets complicated fast—because going undercover means
seducing the only woman he’s ever loved. Gabriella “Blue” Galecki has been in hiding for a decade. She finally comes home to spend time
with her terminally ill mother, only to receive a blast from the past when she runs into Tyson. His brooding eyes and electrifying touch still
send chills down her spine. But as heir to the family empire, Blue has been promised to another. Caught in a web of deception, she is
tempted to pull the trigger on the boldest risk she’s ever taken: trusting Tyson with her life, her body, and her heart. Praise for His to Love
“Stacey Lynn writes sweet and sexy characters that you can’t help but fall in love with. I was swept away by a romance that practically
sizzled off the page.”—New York Times bestselling author A. Meredith Walters “Stacey Lynn brings the heat and the heart in this moving
second-chance-at-love story.”—Elisabeth Barrett, author of The Best of Me “I absolutely adored this story! His to Love is a fantastic secondchance romance with page-turning tension, passion, and heart. Tyson is a swoon-worthy hero readers will love.”—Brenda Rothert, author of
Blown Away “Definitely a recommended read.”—The Romance Factor “Don’t pass up this opportunity to read an explosive story about two
people from different worlds finding, losing and re-finding love. A lot of emotion went into writing this book and it was a great read, one I would
be happy to recommend.”—Books & Boys Book Blog The passionate novels in Stacey Lynn’s Fireside series can be read together or
separately: HIS TO LOVE | HIS TO PROTECT | HIS TO CHERISH | HIS TO SEDUCE And don’t miss her steamy Crazy Love series: FAKE
WIFE | KNOCKED UP Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
When Carl returns to their small Amish community, Emma must choose between her childhood love and Thomas, the strong, quiet widower
who always seems to be underfoot.
More Bestselling Fiction from Coauthors Tracie Peterson and Judith Miller Callie DeBoyer is unsettled as she arrives at Bridal Veil Island with
the Bridgeport family. She's just received a letter from her parents, missionaries in coastal Africa, stating they are in dire need of more
personnel. Should Callie give up her governess job and join her parents in their important work? Is God calling her to the mission field, or
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does she just want to escape the emotional scars of being jilted by her former beau? When she enrolls young Thomas Bridgeport in golf
lessons, Callie meets Wesley Townsend, who urges Callie to take lessons, as well. During their time at the golf course, Callie comes to care
for Wesley--until she discovers hidden secrets about his past. Then expensive jewels go missing from various homes on the island, and
suspicion is aimed in Callie's direction. As the investigation continues, Callie wonders if she should escape it all by going to Africa. After the
secrets he kept about his past, will Wesley ever be a man she can honor and trust for the rest of her life?
As World War II draws to a close, nurse Christine falls in love with roguish Amish boy Eli and must choose between a new, uncertain life in
the Amish faith or face the judgment of a conservative postwar American society for her past mistakes. It’s 1945, and Christine Freeman is a
nurse at Hudson River State Hospital, where she works alongside members of a Civilian Public Service unit. Eli is one of the
conscies—conscientious objectors to the war—and he is doing his best to become a man of character instead of the immature heartbreaker he
used to be back home in his Amish community. Christine and Eli are friendly, but when an old acquaintance, Jack, returns home from the
war, Christine’s world is violently turned upside down. Eli, heartbroken to see his friend so hurt, offers her an escape within his Amish
community. Despite her misgivings, Christine is fully embraced by Eli’s community. She slowly begins to feel valued and loved as she learns
the Amish way of life. Christine finds herself falling for Eli. But soon, the abusive Jack discovers Christine in her Amish hideaway and starts
causing trouble for the quiet community. Christine can’t see herself becoming Amish, and she knows that if Eli leaves the church to be with
her, he will be shunned. Will she escape Jack and possibly have to give up the one thing she holds most dear, or will she follow her heart and
promise to cherish the Amish man who loves her?
Appearances can be deceiving. HAPPILY EVER AFTER THE ALTAR… Things are looking dark for Justin and Kayla. Fate seems to be
scheming against them. Nothing is as it seems. What is real? Their love? Or has that been an illusion, too? The stunning conclusion of the
page-turning romantic comedy serial readers are calling intriguing and wonderful! Continue in the exciting and romantic world of the Jet City
Billionaires… Switched at Marriage Serial Novellas NOTE: These novellas must be read in the order listed below. If you haven't started the
serial yet, pick up an ebook of the first episode, A Wedding to Remember, for FREE on this site! 1-A Wedding to Remember—24,500
words/106 pages 2-The Virgin Billionaire—27,000 words/119 pages 3-To Have and To Hold—28,000 words/120 pages 4-From This Day
Forward—26,500 words/113 pages 5-For Richer, For Richest—26,400 words/ 115 pages 6-In Sickness and In Wealth—26,000 words/114 pages
7-To Love and To Cherish—29,200 words/129 pages >>>Romantic Comedy >>>New Adult Contemporary Romance >>>Contemporary
Romance >>>Women's Fiction Humorous >>>Billionaire Romance The Jet City Billionaires world presents romantic stories full of humor,
laughs, secrets, mysteries, and poignancy. The Switched at Marriage serial follows the story of Justin and Kayla in a modern twist on the
classic marriage of convenience story. Scroll up and grab a copy today.
Two sisters grow up fascinated by the wider world thanks to their father's tales of life at sea. Will they find their own happiness across the
ocean or a little closer to home? In To Love and to Cherish, Lyn Andrews writes an evocative saga of life in 1920s Liverpool, and the events
that shape two sisters' future. Perfect for fans of Anne Baker, Dilly Court and Katie Flynn. Life in 1920s Liverpool for sisters Gloria and Betty
Jenkins is secure and comfortable. As Chief Steward on the SS Amazonia, their father Harry is often away, but Sal is a capable, warmhearted mother. Gloria finds romance with the boy next door, until her wealthy, but snobbish and interfering, Aunt Sybil steps in, offering her
the opportunity of a lifetime. A trip to New York gives Gloria everything she desires - including a wealthy husband. Meanwhile, Betty chooses
a career at sea, which offers challenges, personal danger and romance. But with the Wall Street Crash of 1929 tragedy strikes. Through the
trials that lie ahead, the sisters come to value the bonds of family more than ever. Will they eventually achieve the happiness they desire?
What readers are saying about To Love and to Cherish: 'I was enthralled from the first chapter, couldn't put it down, written with feeling... you
feel you have been on the journey with them' 'This was a fantastic book, read within two days, couldn't put it down - five stars'
From the incomparable David Rakoff, a poignant, beautiful, witty and wise novel in verse whose scope spans the 20th Century. David Rakoff,
who died in 2012 at the age of 47, built a deserved reputation as one of the finest and funniest essayists of our time. This intricately woven
novel, written with humour, sympathy and tenderness, proves him the master of an altogether different art form. Love, Dishonor, Marry, Die;
Cherish, Perish leaps cities and decades as Rakoff, a Canadian who became an American citizen, sings the song of his adoptive
homeland--a country whose freedoms can be intoxicating, or brutal. Here the characters' lives are linked to each other by acts of generosity
or cruelty. A critic once called Rakoff "magnificent," a word which perfectly describes this wonderful novel in verse.
From USA Today Bestselling Author Leigh Greenwood comes a historical Western romance filled with gritty cowboys, strong-willed women,
and a whole lot of heart in the Wild West Laurie Spencer should not feel relieved after burying her husband, but she does. But in order to truly
gain her independence from the man who controlled her, Laurie must make an offer to a sexy rancher that she hopes he can't refuse. Jared
Smith's determined to make it in Texas, but with the local banker turned against him, it looks like his dream may be slipping through his
fingers. When unconsciously sensual Laurie offers a partnership, his luck may be changing...but when she throws herself in as part of the
deal, Jared's not sure he'll be able to respect the terms of their agreement and keep his eyes-and his hands-to himself. There's something
about Laurie that awakens every protective instinct Jared has...and when all hell breaks loose, there's nothing and no one who'll be able to
keep this cowboy from her side. Delightful and captivating, To Love and to Cherish is an emotional love story. Fans of Linda Lael Miller, Jodi
Thomas, and Rosanne Bittner will be drawn to Laurie and Jared as they grow-together and apart-through heartbreak, anger, greed, and most
of all, love. Cactus Creek Cowboys Series: To Have and to Hold (Book 1): Naomi Kessling is certainly grateful to Colby Blaine for saving her
family and agreeing to lead their train to safety-but she doesn't trust him. Both plagued by a past they can't leave behind, will love be enough
to save them both. To Love and to Cherish (Book 2) Forever and Always (Book 3): Logan Holstock's search for his long-lost brothers brings
him to the quaint town of Cactus Creek and into the life of a beautiful young widow. What readers are saying about To Love and to Cherish
"This is one of those stories that ends perfectly even though you never want it to end." "The complexity of the characters and their struggles is
what captivated me." What reviewers are saying about To Love and to Cherish "To Love and To Cherish is the type of Western romance I
love; a smart heroine and a kind hero find love in a small town filled with lovable side characters and plausible villains. I look forward to the
next installment." Heroes and Heartbreakers "Leigh Greenwood has once again proven he can write a compelling and romantic Western, and
I recommend TO LOVE AND TO CHERISH to readers looking for a romantic and adventurous Western."-Fresh Fiction What everyone is
saying about RT Career Achievement Award Winner Leigh Greenwood "Greenwood keeps your interest and makes you care about his
characters."-Long and Short Reviews "[Greenwood] writes a Texas romance like he's been there and lived it himself. His settings are vividly
described, his characters drawn so effectively you're hooked after the first chapter and his story lines can keep you turning pages late into the
night." "Leigh Greenwood always writes an amazing western. Always."-Books Like Breathing "You can't beat an historical Texas romance by
Leigh Greenwood. He writes of Texas like no other author." The Good, The Bad, and the Unread. "If it's a Greenwood cowboy story, readers
are guaranteed an emotional, rich, adventurous romance with strong heroes and courageous heroines"-RT Book Reviews
TO LOVE & TO CHERISHEnlightening And Encouraging a HusbandAnd Wife To Love, Honor And Respect OneAnother, And How They Can
TransformTheir Home Into A Paradise On Earth.By Mohorosh.Based on the Teachings ofRabbi Nachman of Breslovand of his studentRabbi
Nosson of Breslov
An informative guidebook for couples preparing to receive the sacrament of marriage in the Episcopal Church. Includes a helpful, step-bystep walk through the marriage rite. An excellent resource for engaged couples and for clergy who counsel them.
Shelby Kane wasn't about to let her friend's bossy brother run off his family's ranch again! And Kingston Brannt kept a tight rein on his
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volcanic desires, but made it abundantly clear that he resented Shelby's sweetly distracting presence--and the fiery passion she stirred in
him. Although the ruggedly handsome, impossibly stubborn cowboy fought their explosive attraction at every turn, somehow his brooding,
blustery ways made him even more irresistible to a starry-eyed Shelby. Now the jaded Texas bachelor was about to learn a mighty big lesson
in love from the very woman he scorned!
In author Kelly Irvin's first installment in the Bliss Creek Amish series, readers will find a charming, romantic story of how God works even in
the darkest moments. It's been four years since Carl left. Four years since he left the safety of the small Amish community for the Englisch
world. And in four years, Emma's heart has only begun to heal. Now, with the unexpected death of her parents, Emma is plunged back into a
world of despair and confusion. It's a confusion only compounded by Carl's return. She's supposed to be in love with him...so why can't she
keep her mind off Thomas, the strong, quiet widower who always seems to be underfoot? Could the man she only knew as a friend be the
one to help her to heal? In a world that seems to be changing no matter how tightly she clings to the past, this one woman must see beyond
her pain and open her heart to trust once again.
Sex and the City meets The Wedding Planner in The Wedding Belles, a contemporary and witty romance series about three high-powered
New York City women who can plan any wedding—but their own. Alexis Morgan has spent the past eight years devoted to turning her tiny
start-up into Manhattan’s premiere wedding planning company, The Wedding Belles. Now that her business is thriving, it’s time to turn
towards her much neglected personal life, and Alexis approaches her relationships like she does everything else: with a plan. Not a part of
that plan is Logan Harris, the silent partner in the Belles, and the one person who’s been there for her since the very beginning. But Alexis
needs someone fun, and Logan’s all business, all the time—except when a late night at the office ends with an unexpected kiss that leaves
the usually cool and together Alexis reeling. Logan has lusted after Alexis since the day he walked into the tiny Harlem apartment that used to
double as her office. But the ambitious wedding planner has always been untouchable...until now. Alexis has made it clear that she’s on the
dating market—and equally clear that he’s not in the running. But when Alexis finds herself in need of a date for her sister’s last minute
wedding in Florida, Logan knows it’s the perfect time to show Alexis that there’s more to him than numbers and spreadsheets—and beneath
the pinstripes and glasses lies a hot-blooded heartthrob. As Florida’s sultry days turn into even hotter nights, Logan’s out to convince Alexis
that the fling of a lifetime could just maybe turn into forever...
We've followed Natasha's journey from being madly in love, marrying the man of her dreams for her to then wake up in a nightmare.This is
the final instalment of Natasha's journey to find her Happy Every After, does she find it? She has lived out her wedding vows “For Better or
For Worse”, “In Sickness and in Health” now she is going to live out her “To Love and To Cherish” vow.Will she find the perfect love she so
desperately craves?Life is about to throw her a curveball, will she catch it and run with it?Join Natasha in following her dream of a happy life –
will her wishes come true?
"Watch your marriage get better! Do you long to be adored, treasured, valued, and held dear by your husband? It's not too late! This book will
help you change the way you're treated by the man you love. You'll start by hitting the RESET button on your relationship. I will give you
strategies and practical ways to tap into and maximize your own feminine energy for the good of your marriage. You deserve the love you've
always desired. This is a must read for every wife and bride-to-be! Being his wife is only the beginning. Every woman wants to be cherished
by her husband...this book shows you how to create this reality in your own marriage"--Back cover.
"Alexis Morgan has spent the past eight years devoted to turning her tiny start-up into Manhattan's premiere wedding planning company, The
Wedding Belles. Now that her business is thriving, it's time to turn towards her much neglected personal life, and Alexis approaches her
relationships like she does everything else: with a plan. Not a part of that plan is Logan Harris, the silent partner in the Belles, and the one
person who's been there for her since the very beginning. But Alexis needs someone fun, and Logan's all business, all the time--except when
a late night at the office ends with an unexpected kiss that leaves the usually cool and together Alexis reeling."--Amazon.com.
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